Innovo Digital Services
Begin Your Digital Journey with Us
We are an innovation-driven, transformation partner for your business-critical digital needs. We focus on
things that matter most - insights and innovation, to help you create the most agile, yet efficient IT
environment. Let go of the legacy mindset and successfully transform into a digital business with us.

What we offer:

Cloud-Native Application Development – Digital native applications are linked with faster
time-to-market. Our technologies will help you develop optimised digital native applications that are
cloud ready. We help you move legacy applications to the cloud with modern practices that include
automated testing, provisioning, and deployment. Our transformative competence can help you handle
variable degrees of load in cloud platforms.

Cloud Application Reliability Engineering (CARE) - We believe that developing applications that increase
efficiency, retrieve data, and improve customer experience is the need of the hour. Our APM expertise can
help you identify applications that suit well for modern architectures. We can help you gain advanced
capabilities to optimise your application’s reliability and implementation.

Application Modernisation - Our application modernisation service addresses your need to migrate
legacy applications or platforms to the cloud. We help you evaluate and identify modernisation gaps
and requirements with a credible, planned approach that addresses potential risks.
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Quality Assurance and Testing - True quality assurance (QA) is identifying beyond the obvious. Our range
of QA and testing services will aid you to create applications and products that deliver value. We provide
a combination of modern testing frameworks and technologies that improve your application
performance and enable data security due diligence.

Interactive devices engineering - We are at a digital inﬂection point where step-by-step changes to
devices and services are not enough. Our comprehensive interactive device engineering service
addresses the entire technology stack and delivers increased levels of transformation. We believe in
taking an end-to-end, disruption-led approach to help you reinvent and re-imagine your business
prospects in the digital era.

Agile Transformation of Enterprises - An agile business goes beyond technology delivery, governance,
and service innovation. Achieving agility at scale to be competitive in this digital age critical for modern
businesses. We can help you attain agile transformation across your enterprise and open doors to new
capabilities.
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